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Moutd design: The importance
of moutd cooting

Partnership with the ocean
for 2019 consumer campaign

ln the first of a series of four articles, Dominique Vassaux explains the
importance of mould cooling, its influence on the perlormance of the lS
process and on container quality.

Ever been thanked by a dolphin while checking out the groceries?
lf not, there is a first time for everything,As Friends of Glass - the consumer
platform of FEVE - heads into the second year of its'Endless Ocean'campaign,
the group is set to create a series of retail pop-up occasions that reward people for
making everyday ocean-friendly purchasing decisions, such as choosing glass,

It is a reality lhat some container
manufacturers are struggling with
knowhow issues: Senior employees
are retiring and younger generations
are not gaining the necessary

knowledge, leading to critical
situations that affect productlon
efficiencies, with machines not
pedorming as expected. The most
affecied areas in a glass plant are
the production and lhe mould design
departments.
Regardless of how experienced
the production personnel are and

Best machine performance with the right cooling process
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Blank mold rool¡ng:
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Btank side inftuences
The glass thickness distribution
of a container is defined mainly
at the blank side, as the thermal
conditioning of the parison will
directly ìnfluence the'stretching
behaviour' of glass into its final
container shape, Cold glass on the
parison 'skin' will hardly stretch,
leading to thicker areas, whereas
hotter glass on the parison will
stretch easily, leading to thinner areas
on the container.
This stretching behaviour is
directly influenced by mould design
and by process stability on the
machine, as both factors affect the
heat extraction from glass to mould:

.

Mould design: Design of the
parison shape (internal cavity of
blank mould) and temperature
distribution profiles on the blank
mould cavity, vertically and

.

horizontally.

Process stability: Gob quality
(shape, temperature, loading),
production timing (blank mould/
glass contact time duration),
blank and blow side process
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Mold dccign acrvlccs:
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Blow mold ooollng:
1

Ë

how sophisticated a forming machine
is, if mould design is not correctly
developed for a specific container
and for a specific cooling system,
production efiiciencies will be badly
affected. Mould design knowledge is
key to ensure good performance and
efficient production runs al a glass
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Cooling overuiew.

the blow head) are the main factors
influencing heat transfer from glass.
At the same time, it should be noted
that the blow mould must not be
overcooled.
As can be seen, for both blank
and blow sides, heat transfer from
glass to mould is important. The

a glass and said 'cheers' lo the ocean,

Now, the initiative is set to flip the
celebration of glass with a 'cheers'
from the ocean, creating a one-of-akind self-checkout at supermarkets.
ln receni weeks, ordinary shoppers
in selected stores found themselves

on the checkout screen, thanking
them for making an ocean-friendly
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not lose its shape when leaving the
blow mould. ln that sense, blow
mould/glass contact time duration,
temperature distribution on the blow
mould cavity and final blow (design of

answer to the ongoing issue of excess marine litter.
Launched in 2008, Friends of Glass unites a community
of over 220,000 glass lovers, in Europe and beyond, with the

glass is the ocean's friend.
Last year, Friends of Glass raised
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Blow side factors

recycling rates reaching 74% at
a European level and the industry
Ieading in the implementalion of the
circular economy, glass offers a positive

one food and beverage packaging
choice. lf everyone buys just one more
glass bottle per week in place of other
materials, it will have a positive impact
on the health of the planet, ln shor.t,

face{o{ace with a school of dolphins
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At the blow side, as much heat
as required needs to be extracted
from glass, in order to ensure that
the newly formed container does

journal
of FEVE

aim of promoting glass as the number
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parameters and the human factor
to avoid process deviations on
the machine, or by means of the
latest BEG intelligent close loops
systems.

Preferred

When it comes to the environment,
conversation about packaging waste
usually flows back to one place: The
ocean. As a packaging material,
glass is endlessly recyclable. With

blank side to ensure correct glass thickness distribution on
the final container and the blow side.to ensure conlainers
are 'stable enough' not to lose their shape over the dead
plate.

Bucher Emhad Glass provides solutions for adequate
mould cooling conditions. This includes equipment parts,
as well as mould design kaining and modelling services to
assist glass plants to maximise productivity and increase
container quality. O

purchasing choice. lmagine buying a
glass Coke bottle but instead of the
usual beep, the consumer hears the
magical underwater clicking of a Maui
dolphinl
The retail activation follows hot
on the heels of a weekend trip to
the Atlantic coastal town of Biarritz,
France, where Friends of Glass
brought together a pan-European crew
of glass lovers to experience a special
'cheers to the ocean.' Coming from six
different countries, lhe crew took part
in a sud inìtiation session and beach
clean-up mission led by volunteers
of Surfrider Foundation Europe,

\*
culminating in a toast to the ocean
they will always remember. Glass has
never been cooler!
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FEVE
The European Container
Glass Federation

Further information:
FEVE, Brussels, Belgium

tel:

email:

web:

+32 2 536 0080
secretariat@feve.org

www.friendsofglass.com

The second in thls series of arficles will be published in the
September/October 2019 r,ssue of G/ass Worldwide.
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About the author:
Dominique Vassaux is Product Manager Mold Design,
Cooling and Forming Process at Bucher Emharl
Glass

Further information:
Bucher Emhart Glass SA, Steinhausen, Switzerland

tel: +41 41 749 42OO
email: webmaster@emhadglass.com
web: www.bucheremhadglass.com
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